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a b s t r a c t 

Context: Software testing practices and processes in many companies are far from being mature and are

usually conducted in ad-hoc fashions. Such immature practices lead to various negative outcomes, e.g.,

ineffectiveness of testing practices in detecting all the defects, and cost and schedule overruns of testing

activities. To conduct test maturity assessment (TMA) and test process improvement (TPI) in a systematic

manner, various TMA/TPI models and approaches have been proposed.

Objective: It is important to identify the state-of-the-art and the –practice in this area to consolidate the

list of all various test maturity models proposed by practitioners and researchers, the drivers of TMA/TPI,

the associated challenges and the benefits and results of TMA/TPI. Our article aims to benefit the readers

(both practitioners and researchers) by providing the most comprehensive survey of the area, to this date,

in assessing and improving the maturity of test processes.

Method: To achieve the above objective, we have performed a Multivocal Literature Review (MLR) study

to find out what we know about TMA/TPI. A MLR is a form of a Systematic Literature Review (SLR)

which includes the grey literature (e.g., blog posts and white papers) in addition to the published (formal)

literature (e.g., journal and conference papers). We searched the academic literature using the Google

Scholar and the grey literature using the regular Google search engine.

Results: Our MLR and its results are based on 181 sources, 51 (29%) of which were grey literature and

130 (71%) were formally published sources. By summarizing what we know about TMA/TPI, our review

identified 58 different test maturity models and a large number of sources with varying degrees of em- 

pirical evidence on this topic. We also conducted qualitative analysis (coding) to synthesize the drivers,

challenges and benefits of TMA/TPI from the primary sources.

Conclusion: We show that current maturity models and techniques in TMA/TPI provides reasonable ad- 

vice for industry and the research community. We suggest directions for follow-up work, e.g., using the

findings of this MLR in industry-academia collaborative projects and empirical evaluation of models and

techniques in the area of TMA/TPI as reported in this article.

© 2017 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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. Introduction

Software testing is an impotent while a costly phase of the soft-

are development life-cycle. A 2013 study by the Cambridge Uni-

ersity [1] states that the global cost of detecting and fixing soft-

are defects has risen to $312 billion annually and it makes up

alf of the development time of the average project. 
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According to various studies, e.g., [2–4] , software testing prac-

ices and processes in many companies are far from being mature

nd are usually conducted in ad-hoc fashions. Such immature prac-

ices lead to various negative outcomes, e.g., ineffectiveness of test-

ng practices in detecting all the defects, and cost and schedule

verruns of testing activities. Also, testing is often conduct not ef-

ciently, e.g., “The costs of testing of a software project or product

re considerable and therefore it is important to identify process im-

rovement propositions for testing ” [5] . 

To conduct Test Maturity Assessment (TMA) and Test Process

mprovement (TPI), together referred to as TMA/TPI, in a systematic

anner, various TMA/TPI approaches and frameworks have been
sessment and test process improvement: A multivocal literature 
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proposed. For example, a 2014 book entitled “Improving the Test

Process: Implementing Improvement and Change ” [6] by the Interna-

tional Software Testing Qualifications Board (ISTQB) suggest vari-

ous approaches in this context. 

To identify the state-of-the-art and the –practice in this area

of scientific and practical interest and to find out what we know

about TMA/TPI, we report in this work a ‘multivocal’ literature re-

view on both the scientific literature and also practitioners’ grey

literature and we present its results in this article. A multivocal

literature review (MLR) [7–9] is a type of systematic literature

reviews (SLR) in which data from various sources are included,

e.g., scientific literature and practitioners’ grey literature (e.g., blog

posts, white papers, and presentation videos). We believe that con-

ducting a MLR in the area of TMA/TPI will be more useful com-

pared to a SLR since there is a large of body of knowledge and ex-

perience reported by practitioners in the grey literature (e.g., blog

posts and white papers) which a regular SLR study will not review

and synthesize (by being limited to only the formal published lit-

erature). 

MLRs have recently started to appear in software engineering,

e.g., in recent ones in the areas of technical debt [7] and test au-

tomation [10] , respectively. Furthermore, the need for more MLRs

in software engineering has recently been pointed out and investi-

gated empirically [11] , especially also by pointing to the field of

test process improvement, which is of high interest to research

and practice. By summarizing what we know about TMA/TPI, our

systematic review identified 58 different test maturity models and

a large number of sources with varying degrees of empirical evi-

dence on this topic. Our article aims to benefit the readers (both

practitioners and researchers) in assessing and improving the ma-

turity of test processes by benefitting the state-of-the-art and the

–practice in this area.

While there exist a few review (survey) papers on the topic of

TMA/TPI, e.g. [12, 13] , none of the existing surveys have considered

both the academic literature and the practitioners’ grey literature

and also in the depth that we have conducted in this study, by

identifying 58 test maturity models and also the drivers, challenges

and benefits of TMA/TPI. 

On another note, we would like to clearly note the scope of

this study before continuing with the rest of the study. We are

aware that testing is not the only approach for software quality as-

surance, verification and validation (V&V). Techniques such as for-

mal methods, inspections, static code analysis and peer reviews as

other forms of V&V that are complementary to testing. But to keep

our MLR study focused, we have only focused on surveying the

maturity assessment and process improvement approaches specific

to software testing and have excluded those focusing on the other

V&V activities, e.g., studies such as [14, 15] . Certainly, we encour-

age MLR and other types of review studies on those other sub-

areas of software quality assurance. 

The remainder of this article is structured as follows. A re-

view of the related work is presented in Section 2 . We de-

scribe the study goal and research methodology in Section 3 .

Section 4 presents the searching phase and selection of sources.

Section 5 discusses the development of the systematic map and

data-extraction plan. Section 6 presents the results of the MLR.

Section 7 summarizes the findings and discusses the lessons

learned. Finally, in Section 8 , we draw conclusions, and suggest ar-

eas for further research. 

2. Background and related work

In this section, we first provide a brief overview of the tech-

nical domain of this MLR (software test maturity assessment and

test process improvement). We then briefly provide a background

on multivocal literature reviews (MLRs) since it is a relatively new
Please cite this article as: V. Garousi et al., Software test maturity as

review, Information and Software Technology (2017), http://dx.doi.org/1
erminology in SE. We finish the section by reviewing the related

ork, i.e., other secondary studies in the scope of TMA/TPI and

ow our work differs from them and contributes new knowledge

o the literature. 

.1. Brief overview of software test maturity assessment and test 

rocess improvement 

Software testing practices and processes in many companies are

ar from mature and are still usually conducted in ad-hoc fashions

2–4] . Thus, many team and companies are interested to assess and

mprove the maturity of their software testing practices and pro-

esses. 

A recent 2016 SLR [12] on this topic identified 18 TPI ap-

roaches showing the fast progress of this important field in soft-

are testing. According to many sources (e.g., [12] ), TMMi [16,

7] and TPI [18] (and its newer version TPI-Next [19] ) are the most

opular and widely-used models and approaches in this area. We

rovide a brief overview of TMMi in the following. 

TMMi is based on TMM itself, which in turn is based on the Ca-

ability Maturity Model (CMM) and CMMI, and was first proposed

n 1998 [20] . The latest version of TMMi specification as of this

riting is 1.0 [17] which is prepared and published by the TMMi

oundation in 2012. 

Fig. 1 shows TMMi maturity levels and process areas and Fig. 2

hows its structure and components. As the structure outlines,

ach maturity level has several process areas (PA), and each pro-

ess area has several specific goals and specific practices. In total,

nder the four maturity levels (2, 3 and 4), the TMMi [17] specified

0specific goals (SG) and 188 specific practices (SP). For example,

nder the level 2 (managed), there are five process areas, e.g., PA

.1 (test policy and strategy). This PA has three SGs: SG 1-establish

 test policy, SG 2-establish a test strategy, and SG 3-establish test

erformance indicators. The above SG 1, in turn, has three SPs: SP

.1-define test goals, SP 1.2-define test policy, and SP 1.3-distribute

he test policy to stakeholders. 

In this context, it is also important to discuss the general pro-

ess for TMA/TPI. In a 1999 book, Koomen and Pol nicely summa-

ize that process as shown in Fig. 3 , which starts with obtaining

wareness, i.e., pinpointing the need for TMA/TPI. 

.2. Multivocal literature reviews 

While SLR and SM studies are valuable, researchers have re-

orted that “the results of a SLR or a SM study could provide an es-

ablished body of knowledge, focusing only on research contributions ”

[21] . Since these secondary studies do not include the “grey” lit-

rature (non-published, nor peer-reviewed sources of information),

roduced constantly in a very large scale by practitioners, those

tudies do not provide much insight into the “state of the prac-

ice”. For a practical (practitioner-oriented) field such as SE, syn-

hesizing and combing both the state-of-the art and –practice is

ery important. Unfortunately, it is a reality that a large majority

f software practitioners do not publish in academic forums [22] ,

nd this means that the voice of the practitioners is limited if we

o not consider grey literature in addition to academic literature

n review studies. 

.2.1. MLRs in other fields 

The term Multivocal Literature Review (MLR) was defined in

he early 1990 s in other fields, e.g., in educational research [8] ,

s SLR which includes both the academic (formal) and the grey

informal) literature. The main difference between an MLR and a

LR or a SM is the fact that, while SLRs and SMs use as input

nly academic peer-reviewed articles, in MLRs, grey literature, such

s blogs, white papers and web-pages, is also considered as input
sessment and test process improvement: A multivocal literature 
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Fig. 1. TMMi maturity levels and process areas (taken from [17] ). 
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21] . A multivocal synthesis is suggested as an appropriate tool

or investigations in a field “characterized by an abundance of di-

erse documents and a scarcity of systematic investigations ” [23] . Re-

earchers also believe that: “another potential use of multivocal lit-

rature reviews is in closing the gap between academic research and

rofessional practice ” [8] . 

While the notions of “MLR” and “multivocal” have been used in

he community, still many sources use the “grey” literature termi-

ology and whether/how to include them in SLRs, e.g., [24–26] . For

xample, [24] discusses the advantages and challenges of including

rey literature in state-of-the-evidence reviews, in the context of

vidence-based nursing. [25] discusses the challenges and benefits

f searching for grey literature in SLRs. 

A 1991 paper [8] discussed rigor in MLRs and proposed a

ethod based on exploratory case study to conduct MLRs rigor-

usly. Hopewell et al. [27] conducted a review of five studies, in

he area of evidence-based medicine, comparing the effect of the

nclusion or exclusion of ‘grey’ literature in meta-analyses of ran-

omized medical trials. Results of this paper show that trials in

ormally published literature had more participants on average and

hat most common types of grey literature in this context were ab-

tracts unpublished data. However, the authors also highlight that

here is limited evidence to show whether trials published in grey

iterature are of poorer methodological quality than formally pub-

ished trials. The issue of the grey literature is such important that
 2

Please cite this article as: V. Garousi et al., Software test maturity as

review, Information and Software Technology (2017), http://dx.doi.org/1
here is even an International Journal on the topic of Grey Litera-

ure ( www.emeraldinsight.com/toc/ijgl/1/4 ). 

.2.2. MLRs in sE 

The ‘multivocal’ terminology and the inclusion of grey literature

ave only been recently started to appear in the SLRs in SE, i.e.,

ince 2013 in [7] . We found only a few SLRs in SE which explic-

tly used the ‘multivocal’ terminology: [7, 10, 21, 28] . [7] is a 2013

LR on ‘technical debt’. [21] is a 2015 MLR on the financial aspect

f managing technical debt. [28] is a 2015 MLR on iOS applications

esting. Finally, [10] is a 2016 MLR to decide when and what to au-

omate in software testing in which the first author of the current

aper was involved. 

Many other SLRs have included the grey literature in their re-

iews and have not used the ‘multivocal’ terminology, e.g., [29] . A

012 MSc thesis entitled “On the quality of grey literature and its use

n information synthesis during systematic literature reviews ” [30] ex-

lored the state of including the grey literature in the SE SLRs. Two

f the RQs in that study were: (1) What is the extent of usage of

rey literature in SE SLRs?, (2) How can we assess the quality of

rey literature? The study found that the ration of grey evidence

n the SE SLRs were only about 9.22%, and the grey literature in-

luded concentrated mostly in recent past ( ∼48% in last 5 years

007–2012). 
sessment and test process improvement: A multivocal literature 
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Fig. 2. TMMi structure and components (taken from [17] ). 

Fig. 3. General process for TMA/TPI (taken from [18] ). 
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A recent study [11] in 2016, in which two of the study authors

were involved, pointed out the need for multivocal literature re-

views in SE and empirically investigated the issues. Based on sev-

eral sample SLRs and MLRs in the areas of GUI testing, metrics in

agile and lean, test automation, and test process improvement, the

study identified the missing and gained knowledge due to exclud-

ing or including grey literature in review studies. The authors of

[11] found that (1) grey literature can give substantial benefits in

certain areas of SE including TMA/TPI, and that (2) the inclusion

of grey literature brings forward certain challenges since evidence

reported in grey literature is often less rigorous compared to for-

mal literature and mostly based on experience and opinion. Let us

note that, when conducting MLRs, one should assess the accuracy

or quality of the knowledge shared in the grey literature, which

is also done in SLR studies. But neither [11] nor any of the SLR/SM

guidelines in SE (e.g., [31–33] ) have provided heuristics or hints for

(systematic) quality assessment of sources in the grey literature.

Other fields have discussed this issue to some extent, e.g., [30, 34,

35] , which could be adopted in the SE domain (perhaps after some

modifications to make them fit to SE). 
Please cite this article as: V. Garousi et al., Software test maturity as

review, Information and Software Technology (2017), http://dx.doi.org/1
.3. Related works: other secondary studies in the scope of TMA/TPI 

While conducting our search for primary sources in this MLR,

e also developed a pool of all “related” studies, i.e., other sec-

ndary studies (review papers) in the area of TMA/TPI. Table 1

hows a summary on those studies and the relationship of our

LR to them. We divided the related work into two sets: (1) stud-

es in which the literature review is the main goal [12, 13, 36–39] ,

nd (2) those in which the review is only a part (sub-goal) [40–

44] . The papers in the second category usually had conducted a

rief review (survey) as part of their work, e.g., a thesis [41] in

hich its first part surveyed and summarized existing evaluation

pproaches. We are also showing the number of primary studies

for secondary studies) and the number of references (for regular

tudies), and also the number of TMA/TPI models reviewed in each

tudy. 

As we can see in Table 1 , the number of TMA/TPI models re-

iewed in various studies is quite low (between 2 and 23) com-

ared to the comprehensive set of models that we have sum-

arized in this review (58 models). We have also included in
sessment and test process improvement: A multivocal literature 
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Table 1 

A mini-SM on other reviews (secondary studies) in TMA/TPI and relationship to our MLR. 

Reference Year Title Research methodology # of primary 

studies / references 

# of models 

reviewed 

Other contributions 

Review is 

the main 

goal 

[36] 20 0 0 A comparison of TMM and other test 

process improvement models (a 

technical report by Frits Philips 

Institute) 

Informal comparison 32 8 Compared the most important TPI models available (up to 

20 0 0) and gave input for the development of a new model 

named Metric-based Test Maturity Model (MB-TMM). 

[37] 2007 Research directions in verification & 

validation process improvement 

Informal survey (review) 26 10 Identified the following potential research directions: need for 

improvement of Testing Maturity Model (TMM), answering 

’how’ instead of ’what’ aspect of V&V processes, need for 

’product-focused’ V&V process improvement, and the need 

for V&V in ’emerging’ development environments such as 

service-oriented V&V and V&V process in small IT 

organizations 

[38] 2012 Test process improvement - evaluation of 

available models (an industrial white 

paper) 

Informal survey (review) 6 9 Compared nine TPI models w.r.t. four criteria: 

• The purpose of the model is to improve the whole test 

process 

• The model must have a maturity structure 

• There is sufficient information available about the model 

to compare it usefully 

• Model is current and is being updated since initial 

development 

[39] 2014 Adopting the right software test maturity 

assessment model (an industrial white 

paper by Cognizant Co.) 

Informal survey (review) 0 2 The study concluded that: “There is no single-fit right model ”

and that enterprises should consider the following key 

questions when adopting the ’right’ software TMA model: 

• What are the business drivers and objectives? 

• What is the kind of application being tested? 

• Is IT consolidated or distributed? 

• What is the purpose and the expected outcome of the test 

maturity assessment? 

• What is the relevance of the organization’s IT products in 

the market, versus its competition’s? 

• What is the long-term plan for the testing services? 

[13] 2014 Test process models: systematic literature 

review 

SLR 48 23 Also extracted the source models used in the development of 

the new models, and the domains of the models (e.g., 

general, medical, embedded system) 

[12] 2016 Software test process improvement 

approaches: a systematic literature 

review and an industrial case study 

SLR 31 18 The study found that “many of the STPI approaches do not 

provide sufficient information or the approaches do not include 

assessment instruments ” [12] . This makes it difficult to apply 

many approaches in industry. Greater similarities were found 

between TPI Next and TMMi and fewer differences. The 

study concluded that numerous TPI approaches are available 

but not all are generally applicable for industry. A case study 

was conducted, afterwards, to identify TPI approaches 

valuable for a case organization, apply them and compare 

their content and assessment results. 

This MLR 2016 Software test maturity and test process 

improvement: a multivocal literature 

review 

MLR 181 58 Novelty of this work compared to the existing body of 

literature: 

• Including the grey literature 

• Extracting the base models (e.g., CMMI) used for 

developing the new models 

• Synthesizing drivers (needs), challenges and benefits of 

TMA/TPI 

• Synthesizing methods for TPI 

• Synthesizing types of development process models 

• Extracting attributes of case-study companies / projects 

under study 

( continued on next page ) 
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Table 1 ( continued )

Reference Year Title Research methodology # of primary

studies / references

# of models

reviewed

Other contributions

Review is

only a part

[40] 2008 Evaluation approaches in software testing

(only Section 2.3 “Test Process

Evaluation & Improvement ")

Informal survey (review) 74 5 Just a general/brief review and comparison of five models:

TMM, TMMi, TPI, Metrics-based Verification & Validation

Maturity Model (MB −V 2 M 

2 ) and Test Process Assessment

Model (TPAM)

[41] 2009 An evaluation framework for software test

processes (the first part of this

dissertation surveys the existing

approaches)

Informal survey (review) 62 2 Just a brief review of two models (TMMi and TPI)

[42] 2010 Systematic literature review of software

process capability/ maturity models

Informal survey (review) 61 2 Was not focused on TMA/TPI models, but rather then entire

spectrum of maturity models in SE. The results showed that

“there exist a large variety of models with a trend to the

specialization of those models for specific domains ” and that

“most of those models are concentrated around the CMM/CMMI

framework and the standard ISO/IEC 15,504 (SPICE) “.

[43] 2013 Empirical analysis of the test maturity

model integration (TMMi) (Table 1

provides a mini-SM)

Informal survey (review) 17 10 Classified ten models based on five criteria: (1) number of

maturity levels, (2) terminology, (3) base models/standards,

(iv) assessment method (mechanism), and (5) availability.

The study then chose TMMi as the model to be applied in a

single-object case study in a company.

[44] 2013 Managing corrective actions to closure in

open source software test process

Informal survey (review) 28 4 Classified four models (TMM, TMMi, TPI and TIM) based on

several criteria, e.g.: (1) number of levels, (2) number of key

process areas, (3) assessment type (questionnaire or

checklist), and (4) assessment foundation (CMM, SPICE,

practical experience)
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ceived from the research vs. practitioner community? 
able 1 a summary of other contributions made in each source (see

olumn ‘ Other contributions ’). 

As we can see in Table 1 , in terms of three aspects (the num-

er of reviewed models, the number of sources reviewed, and also

he scale/types of other contributions), and as we will see in the

est of this paper, our MLR is in fact the most comprehensive re-

iew study in this domain up to now. For example, we systemati-

ally synthesize and present the drivers (needs) for TMA/TPI, chal-

enges, benefits, and methods for TPI, while none of these aspects

as been covered by any of the previous review studies. In fact, the

eed for this MLR arose in the course of several ongoing industry-

cademia collaborative projects in which the authors have been in-

olved and we wanted to rigorously assess and characterize the

rivers (needs) for TMA/TPI, and its challenges and benefits. How-

ver we could not find any systematic synthesis of those in the lit-

rature. Another major advantage of our study is that we include

he grey literature (practitioners’ voice and contributions) in this

ork. All the above reasons have raised the need for another re-

iew paper on this topic. 

. Research method 

In the following, an overview of our research method and then

he goal and review questions of our study are presented. 

.1. Overview 

As discussed in Section 2.2 , MLRs have only recently started

o appear in SE, i.e., since 2013 in [7] . Thus, no specific guide-

ines for conducting MLRs in SE have been proposed yet. However,

iven the similarity between SLR, SM and MLR studies, we bene-

tted from SLR guidelines proposed by Kitchenham and Charters

31] and SM guidelines by Petersen et al. [32, 33] . There exists no

uideline for conducting MLRs in SE yet. In other fields, there exist

apers which provide suggestions on how to conduct MLRs, e.g.,

n medicine [27] and education sciences [8] , which we benefitted

rom. 

We should note that certain phases of MLRs are quite different

han regular SLRs, e.g., searching for and synthesizing grey litera-

ure. In those cases, we had to refer to the MLR heuristics in other

elds, e.g., [8, 27] , develop our own heuristics for those specific

hases as we dealt with them in the study, and/or refer to the first

uthor’s recent experience in a recent MLR [10] . Last but not the

east, for the aspects common to SLR, SM and MLR studies, e.g.,

nalysis of the sources from the formal literature, we benefitted

rom our past experience in SM and SLR studies, e.g., [45-49] . In

his outset, we should mention that, based on the need that there

xists no specific guidelines for conducting MLRs in SE, the first

wo authors and a colleague of theirs are currently developing such

 guideline which will be presented to the community in near fu-

ure. 

Using the above experience and guidelines, we developed our

LR process, as shown in Fig. 4 . We discuss the MLR planning and

esign phase (its goal and RQs) in the next section. Sections 4 to

 then present the follow-up phases of the process: source selec-

ion, development of the classification scheme (map) and then the

ystematic mapping, synthesis and review. As we can see, this pro-

ess has a lot of similarity to the typical SLR processes [31] and

lso SM processes [32, 33] , the major different being only in the

andling of the grey literature (i.e., searching for those sources, ap-

lying inclusion/exclusion criteria on and synthesizing them). Also,

imilar to the way many of the previous SLRs in the SE have been

onducted, the classification and data extraction phases of our MLR

re essentially conducted via a SM which enables us answer a sub-

et of the study’s RQs. Then we conducted data synthesis (details
Please cite this article as: V. Garousi et al., Software test maturity as

review, Information and Software Technology (2017), http://dx.doi.org/1
o be discussed in Section 5.2 ) to answer the other RQs which re-

uired synthesis of data. 

.2. Goal and review questions 

The goal of this study is to systematically map (classify), review

nd synthesize the state-of-the-art and –practice in the area of

oftware test maturity assessment and test process improvement,

o find out the recent trends and directions in this field, and to

dentify opportunities for future research, from the point of view

f researchers and practitioners. Based on the above goal, we raise

2 review questions (RQs) grouped under three categories: 

.2.1. Group 1-Common to SM studies 

The two RQs under this groups are common to SM studies and

ave been studied in previous work, e.g., [45–49] . Let us note that

eplication is not applicable and thus not intended in this context.

he two following RQs are “classification” types and are raised to

nable the classification of studies in this area. There is no classifi-

ation data of this type for the area of TMA/TPI in previous studies

o compare our data to. 

• RQ 1.1: Mapping of studies by contribution facet: What are

the different contributions by different sources and what as-

pects of TMA/TPI have been investigated so far? How many

sources present test maturity/ process improvement models,

methods, methodologies, tools, metrics, processes also, informal

heuristics or guidelines? 

• RQ 1.2: Mapping of studies by research facet: What type of

research methods have been used in the studies in this area?

Some of the studies present solution proposals or weak empir-

ical studies where others presented strong empirical studies. 

.2.2. Group 2-Specific to the domain (TMA/TPI) 

• RQ 2.1-Proposed test maturity models: What test maturity

models have been proposed in the academic and grey litera-

ture? 

• RQ 2.2- Base maturity models used for developing new mod-

els: Which maturity/ improvement models have been used or

extended in the studies? We aimed to find and group the

source models from RQ 2.1 that the newer test maturity and

improvement models are based on. 

• RQ 2.3-Drivers: What are the drivers (needs) for TMA/TPI? 

• RQ 2.4-Challenges: What are the impediments (challenges) for

TMA/TPI? 

• RQ 2.5-Benefits: What are the benefits of TMA/TPI? 

• RQ 2.6-Methods for TPI: What are the methods used for TPI? 

• RQ 2.7-Development process models: What are the process

models adopted in TMA/TPI studies? Some sources conduct

TMA/TPI in the context of plan-driven (Waterfall) while others

do so in the context of agile models. 

• RQ 2.8-Attributes of case-study companies / projects un-

der study: How many and what types of software systems or

projects under analysis have been evaluated in each source?

One would expect that a given paper or article applies the pro-

posed idea to at least one system or project to show its ef-

fectiveness. The companies have been investigated in terms of

number of projects, size, quantitative improvement level, appli-

cation domain, and whether a hypothetical example or a real

commercial case was studied. 

.2.3. Group 3- Attention to this topic from the research versus 

ractitioner community 

• RQ 3.1-Attention level: How much attention has this topic re-
sessment and test process improvement: A multivocal literature 
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Fig. 4. An overview of our MLR process (as a UML activity diagram). 
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4. Searching for and selection of sources 

Let us recall from our MLR process ( Fig. 4 ) that the first phase

of our study is article selection. For this phase, we followed the

following steps in order: 

• Source selection, search keywords and search approach ( Section

4.1 ) 

• Application of inclusion and exclusion criteria ( Section 4.2 ) 

• Finalizing the pool of articles and the online repository ( Section

4.3 ) 

4.1. Source selection, search keywords and search approach 

We used the Google Scholar to search for the scientific litera-

ture, and use the Google’s regular search engine for the grey liter-

ature. Our search strings in both search engines were: 

• software test maturity 

• software test capability 

• software test process improvement 

• software test process enhancement 

All authors searched independently with the search strings, and

in connection with the search the authors already applied inclu-

sion/exclusion criterion for including only those which explicitly

addressed either of the studies topics (test maturity or test pro-

cess improvement). 

When searching for the grey literature in Google’s regular

search engine, we utilized the relevance ranking of the search en-

gine (Google’s PageRank algorithm) to restrict the search space.

This heuristic has also been utilized in previous MLRs and MLR-

related experience papers in other fields, e.g., [50, 51] . For exam-

ple, if one applies the above search string (a) (software test ma-

turity) to the Google search, 1710,0 0 0 results would show as of

this writing (Dec. 2015), but as per our observations, relevant re-

sults usually only appear in the first few pages. Thus, we checked

the first 10 pages (i.e., somewhat a search “saturation” effect) and

only continued further if needed, e.g., when the results in the 10th

page still looked relevant. Note that all the decisions (albeit small)

for the entire process were made with a majority voting among the
Please cite this article as: V. Garousi et al., Software test maturity as

review, Information and Software Technology (2017), http://dx.doi.org/1
esearchers and no single researcher decided the actions on her/his

wn. 

To ensure including all the relevant sources as much as possi-

le, we conducted forward and backward snowballing [52] , as rec-

mmended by systematic review guidelines, on the set of papers

lready in the pool. Snowballing, in this context, refers to using the

eference list of a paper (backward snowballing) or the citations to

he paper to identify additional papers (forward) [52] . Snowballing

both backward and forward) was done after populating the final

ist of primary studies and after applying inclusion/exclusion and

uality assessment criteria. To keep our effort s manageable, snow-

alling was conducted on a random set of 10 papers in the initial

ool. We used a random number generator to pick those sources

rom the pool. 

As the MLR process ( Fig. 4 ) showed, our initial search in the

earch engines yielded 247 sources. Snowballing [52] added 38

ources, bringing the total initial pool count up to 285 sources, e.g.,

Source 24] and [Source 111] were found by backward snowballing

f [Source 43] , i.e., the latter source had cited the former sources. 

.2. Inclusion/exclusion criteria and voting 

We carefully defined a set inclusion and exclusion criteria to

nsure including all the relevant sources and not including the out-

f-scope sources. The criteria were as follows: 

• Criterion #1: Is the source relevant to our scope (test maturity

assessment or test process improvement)? 

• Criterion #2: Does the paper include a relatively sound valida-

tion (for grey sources: does the source provide interesting ad-

dition to our pool)? 

• Criterion #3: Is the source in English and can its full-text be

accessed? 

The last author reviewed each candidate source and placed her

pinion w.r.t. the criteria #1 and #2 in an online spreadsheet. Then

he other two authors reviewed the votes of the third author and

e ensured to reach a consensus on each and every vote. ‘Rele-

ancy’ of each source to our scope was decided whether the given

ource (study) had a focus on TMA/TPI and contributed any mate-

ial (e.g., model, tool, technique or empirical findings) in this area. 
sessment and test process improvement: A multivocal literature 
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Fig. 5. Growth of the TMA/TPI field and types of the sources (formally published vs. grey literature) across different years. 
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The criterion #2 above is actually a quality assessment criterion

sed frequently in SM and SLR studies and, at the same time, also

erved as an inclusion/exclusion criterion in our study. The answer

or each question could be {0, 1}. Each of the researchers voted for

ach of the criteria independently. After the voting phase ended,

he researchers discussed differences in the votes to reach unani-

ous decisions for all the sources. Only the sources which received

 

′ s for all three criteria were included. The rest were excluded. 

.3. Final pool of sources and the online repository 

From the initial pool of 285 sources which all authors voted on,

04 sources were excluded during voting. This finalized the pool

ith 181 sources, from which 130 (71%) were formally published

ources (e.g., conference and journal papers) and 51 (29%) were

ources in the grey literature (e.g., internet articles and white pa-

ers). The final pool of sources, the online mapping repository and

etails on why each individual source was excluded can be found

n the study’s online Google spreadsheet [53] . 

In Fig. 5 , we show (as a stack chart) the plot of annual num-

er of sources by type (formally published vs. grey literature). As

e can see, the attention level in this topic has steadily risen since

arly 1990 ′ s by both the research and practitioner communities, as

hown by the number of sources published each year. Note that,

or the year 2015, our pool contains only 5 sources (is partial),

ince the source selection of the study was conducted in June of

015. 

. Development of the systematic map and data-extraction 

lan 

To answer each of the MLR’s RQs, we conducted a SM first, in

hich we developed a systematic map and then extracted data

rom papers to classify them using it. We then conducted quali-

ative synthesis to answer the RQs. Details are discussed next. 

.1. Development of the systematic map 

To develop our systematic map, we analyzed the studies in the

ool and identified the initial list of attributes. We then used at-

ribute generalization and iterative refinement to derive the final

ap. 

As studies were identified as relevant to our study, we recorded

hem in a shared spreadsheet (hosted in the online Google Docs

preadsheet [53] ) to facilitate further analysis. Our next goal was to

ategorize the studies in order to begin building a complete picture
Please cite this article as: V. Garousi et al., Software test maturity as

review, Information and Software Technology (2017), http://dx.doi.org/1
f the research area and to answer the study RQs. We refined these

road interests into a systematic map using an iterative approach. 

Table 2 shows the final classification scheme that we developed

fter applying the process described above. In the table, column 2

s the list of RQs, column 3 is the corresponding attribute/aspect.

olumn 4 is the set of all possible values for the attribute. Col-

mn 5 indicates for an attribute whether multiple selections can

e applied. For example, in RQ 1.1 (research type), the correspond-

ng value in the last column is ‘S’ (Single). It indicates that one

ource can be classified under only one research type. In contrast,

or RQ 1.2 (contribution type), the corresponding value in the last

olumn is ‘M’ (Multiple). It indicates that one study can contribute

ore than one type of options (e.g. method, tool, etc.). Finally, the

ast column denotes the answering approach for each RQ, whether

 SM (classification) was enough or qualitative coding (synthesis)

ad to be conducted, as discussed next. 

.2. Data extraction and synthesis 

Once the systematic map was developed, each of the re-

earchers extracted and analyzed data from the subset of the

ources assigned to her/him. Before each researcher extracts all

he sources in her/pool, a pilot phase was first conducted on a set

f five papers to come to a general consensus on how each pa-

er needed to be classified, and to ensure that the authors would

hare a common understanding of terminology and classifications.

e included traceability links on the extracted data to the ex-

ct phrases in the sources to ensure that how the classification is

ade is suitably justified. For each source, we assigned a second

erson as a peer reviewer to check and, in case of disagreements,

iscussions were made between the two or even three authors,

o correct the extracted data in coordination with the person who

ad initially extracted the data. 

Fig. 6 shows a snapshot of our online spreadsheet hosted on

oogle Docs that was used to enable collaborative work and clas-

ification of sources with traceability links (as comments). In this

napshot, classification of sources w.r.t. RQ 1.1 (Contribution type)

s shown and one researcher has placed the exact phrase from the

ource as the traceability link to facilitate peer reviewing and also

uality assurance of data extractions. 

After all researchers finished data extractions, we conducted

ystematic peer reviewing in which researchers peer reviewed the

esults of each other’s analyses and extractions. In the case of dis-

greements, discussions were conducted. This was conducted to

nsure quality and validity of our results. Fig. 7 shows a snapshot

f how the systematic peer reviewing was done. In total, out of the

81 sources, the joint peer reviewing efforts identified corrections
sessment and test process improvement: A multivocal literature 
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Table 2 

Systematic map developed and used in our study. 

Group RQ Attribute/Aspect Categories (M)ultiple/ 

(S)ingle 

Answering 

approach 

Group 1-Common to all 

SM studies 

1.1 Contribution type Heuristics/guideline, method (technique), tool, 

metric, model, process, empirical results 

only, other 

M SM 

1.2 Research type Solution proposal (simple examples only), 

validation research (weak empirical study), 

evaluation research (strong empirical study), 

experience studies, philosophical studies, 

opinion studies, other 

S SM 

Group 2-Specific to the 

domain (TMA/TPI) 

2.1 Proposed test maturity models Name of test maturity models proposed in the 

papers 

M SM 

2.2 Source maturity models used {TMMi, TMM, CMMI, CMM, TPI, TPI-Next, 

TestSPICE, TMap, TIM, Other} 

M SM 

2.3 Drivers Textual explanation of the TMA/TPI drivers as 

mentioned in papers 

M Qualitative coding 

2.4 Challenges Textual explanation of the TMA/TPI challenges 

as mentioned in papers 

M Qualitative coding 

2.5 Benefits Textual explanation of the TMA/TPI benefits as 

mentioned in papers 

M Qualitative coding 

2.6 Methods for TPI {Using a maturity/TPI model, Using metrics 

without a model, control theory, simulation, 

other} 

M SM 

2.7 Development process models {Plan-driven, Agile / iterative, other, not 

explicit} 

M SM 

2.8 Attributes of case-study 

companies / projects under 

study 

# of cases (companies, projects): integer M Just the metrics 

Names of company / software project(s): String 

Size of company (# of employees): integer 

# of subjects (for surveys): integer 

Quantitative improvements, if any 

Any other metrics measured (if any) 

Application domain: String 

Type of software project: {Hypothetical / 

simple (toy) example, commercial / real} 

Group 3-Trends and 

demographics 

3.1 Attention level {A: Academic, I: Industry, C: collaboration} S Just the metric 

3.2 Citations to technical papers Citation count form Google Scholar on Dec. 20, 

2015 

S Just the metric 

Fig. 6. A snapshot of the publicly-available spreadsheet hosted on Google Docs that was used to enable collaborative work and classification of sources with traceability. 
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to be made on data extracted for 54 sources (29.8% of the pool).

Details can be found in the study’s online Google spreadsheet [53] .

As shown in Table 2 , to address three of the study’s RQs, RQ

2.3 (Drivers), RQ 2.4 (Challenges) and RQ 2.5 (Benefits), we had

to conduct qualitative coding (synthesis) of data. To choose our

method of synthesis, we carefully reviewed the research synthesis
Please cite this article as: V. Garousi et al., Software test maturity as

review, Information and Software Technology (2017), http://dx.doi.org/1
uidelines in SE, e.g., [54–56] , and also other SLRs which had con-

ucted synthesis of results, e.g., [57, 58] . According to [54] , the key

bjective of research synthesis is to evaluate the included studies

or heterogeneity and select appropriate methods for integrating or

roviding interpretive explanations about them [59] . If the primary

tudies are similar enough with respect to interventions and quan-
sessment and test process improvement: A multivocal literature 
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Fig. 7. A snapshot showing how the systematic peer reviewing was done.
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itative outcome variables, it may be possible to synthesize them

y meta-analysis, which uses statistical methods to combine ef-

ect sizes. However, in SE in general and in our focused domain in

articular, primary studies are often too heterogeneous to permit

 statistical summary. Especially for qualitative and mixed meth-

ds studies, different methods of research synthesis, e.g., thematic

nalysis and narrative synthesis, are required [54] . 

The classification presented in the rest of this paper for

drivers’, ‘challenges’ and ‘benefits’ were the results of a formal and

ystematic synthesis done collaboratively between the three re-

earchers following a systematic qualitative data analysis approach

60] . We had some pre-defined initial set of classifications for these

spects (based on our past knowledge of the area), e.g., cost and

ime for drivers. During the qualitative data analysis process, we

ound out that our pre-determined list of factors had to be ex-

anded, thus, the rest of the factors emerged from the sources, by

onducting “open” and “axial coding” [60] . The creation of the new

actors in the “coding” phase was an iterative and interactive pro-

ess in which all three researchers participated. Basically, we first

ollected all the factors related to questions RQs 2.3, 2.4 and 2.5

rom the sources. Then we aimed at finding factors that would ac-

urately represent all the extracted items but at the same time not

e too detailed so that it would still provide a useful overview, i.e.,

e chose the most suitable level of “abstraction” as recommended

y qualitative data analysis guidelines [60] . Fig. 8 shows a snapshot

f qualitative coding of data to answer those RQs. 

. Results

Results of the systematic mapping are presented in this section

rom Sections 6.1 to 6.3 . 

.1. Group 1-RQs common to all SM studies 

.1.1. Mapping of sources by contribution facet (RQ 1.1) 

Fig. 9 shows the growth of the field based on the mapping of

ources by contribution facet. Note that the numbers on the Y-

xis are cumulative. 58 sources contributed TMA/TPI models. 38
Please cite this article as: V. Garousi et al., Software test maturity as

review, Information and Software Technology (2017), http://dx.doi.org/1
ources contributed methods, methodologies, techniques, or ap-

roaches (we considered all of these in the same category). 6

ources contributed tool support. 13 and 18 sources contributed

etrics and processes, respectively. 44 contributed empirical re-

ults mainly. 28 and 20 contributed informal heuristics / guide-

ines, and ’Other’ types of contributions, respectively. We discuss

ext excerpts and example contributions from each category of

ontributions. 

.1.1.1. TMA/TPI models. The list of TMA/TPI models proposed or

sed (for empirical studies) in the sources will be comprehensively

iscussed in Section 6.2 . 

.1.1.2. Methods, methodologies, approaches, techniques. 38 sources

ontributed methods, methodologies, techniques, or approaches.

or example, [Source 6] proposed a meta-measurement approach

 framework for TMA/TPI, consisting of the following components:

arget (software test processes), evaluation criteria (quality at-

ributes), reference standard (process measurement profiles), as-

essment techniques (test process measurements), evaluation pro-

ess (guidelines and procedures for the whole evaluation process).

Source 19] contributed an approach called "Turbo-team" for TPI

hich a quick, quantified approach to working in teams that em-

hasizes empowering the right mix of people to focus rapidly on

 well-bounded problem/opportunity, while leveraging off of past

eam successes and lessons learned. 

[Source 27] contributed a simulation approach for hard-

are/software co-design and the field testing of critical embedded

oftware systems. [Source 59] proposed a strategy for improving

cenario-based testing processes by offering a value-based testing

rioritization strategy which allows tests to be ranked by how well

he tests can reduce risk exposure. In [Source 62] , the authors ex-

ended and elaborated the ‘4 + 1 ′ theoretical view of Value-based

oftware Engineering (VBSE) framework in the software testing

rocess and propose a multi-objective feature prioritization strat-

gy for testing planning and controlling, which aligns the internal

esting process with value objectives coming from customers and

arkets. 
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Fig. 8. A snapshot showing qualitative coding of data to answer RQs.

Fig. 9. Growth of the field based on the mapping of sources by contribution facet.
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[Source 72] proposed an OSS test process assessment frame-

work (abbreviated as OSS-TPA) that provides guidelines, proce-

dures, and metrics with the aim of evaluating testing in open-

source software (OSS) projects. 

6.1.1.3. Tools. Six sources contributed tool support. In [ Sources 44

and 46 ], the authors argue that testing process maturity growth

should be supported by automated tools. Then developed a tool-

set called “Testers’ Workbench” to provide that support. [Source

80] contributed a test project assessment application. The appli-

cation helps in evaluating projects under various companies us-

ing TMMi levels and standards and hence, generating reports in

form of graphs showing the areas that need to have improvement.

[Source 86] contributed an automated method and system for eval-

uating an organization’s testing maturity capabilities. 

6.1.1.4. Metrics. 13 sources contributed metrics. For example,

[Source 6] contributed a metric called private quality index (P.QI).

[Source 12] proposed a set of recommended measurements for

each maturity goal of TMM based on the Goal/Question/Metrics

(GQM) framework. Several other new metrics were proposed in

[Source 37] , e.g., test improvement in product quality, test time

needed normalized to size of product, test cost normalized to size

of product, and cost per weighted defect unit. [Source 59] con-

tributed another metric called Average Percentage of Business Im-

portance Earned (APBIE). 
Please cite this article as: V. Garousi et al., Software test maturity as
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.1.1.5. Processes. 18 sources contributed processes. For example,

Source 3] a contributed process for a customizable Agile Software

uality Assurance Model (AQAM). [Source 7] proposed a process

or introduction of new test methods in a company. [Source 58] ar-

ued that the process of TPI is similar to any other improvement

rocess and depicted it as we showed in Fig. 3 in Section 2.1 of

ur paper. [Source 75] presented a general process of test enhance-

ent methods. 

.1.1.6. Empirical results only. Primary contributions of 44 sources

ere empirical results. For example, [Source 9] empirically ex-

lored and described how risk is defined, assessed and applied to

upport and improve testing activities for industrial projects, prod-

cts, and processes. [Source 15] reported the results of a survey on

oftware test maturity in Korean defense industry. [Source 30] re-

orted the results of a survey on barriers to implement test pro-

ess in small-sized companies. 

To characterize the state of the practice in software testing

hrough a TMMi-based processes, [Source 31] reported the results

f a survey amongst Brazilian software testing professionals who

ork in both academia and industry, in order to identify prior-

ty practices to build the intended, streamlined processes. [Source

2] was a Masters’ thesis which examined and evaluated the ma-

urity level of testing processes of a given company (HR System

olutions) are at, and what necessary actions should be focused on

n order to reach a more mature level of testing. 

[Source 23] investigated a specific test process called CenPRA

Centro de Pesquisas Renato Archer), a generic software testing

odel defined by selecting software testing “best practices” ; with

he following aspects: (1) an evaluation of the CenPRA test process

nder the perspective of CMMI, (2) an evaluation of which aspects

f CMMI are taken into account by the CenPRA test process, and

3) an evaluation of how the CenPRA model can be used to sup-

lement software testing related aspects of CMMI. 

[Source 37] presented the results of applying a single quality

etric versus a set of complementary metrics to measure the test

rocess of the IBM Electronic Commerce Development (ECD) test

eams, and analyzed the effectiveness of a “metric set” to measure

he test process. [Source 49] was a qualitative study of ten software

rganizations to understand how organizations develop their test

rocesses and how they adopt new test methods. 

.1.1.7. Informal heuristics /guidelines. 28 sources contributed infor-

al heuristics / guidelines. For example, [Source 1] contributed a

ist set of to-do’s such as: (1) respect your testers, (2) Co-locate
sessment and test process improvement: A multivocal literature 
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our testers and developers, and (3) Apply equivalence class parti-

ioning. [Source 31] was book entitled “Critical Testing Processes:

lan, Prepare, Perform, Perfect”. The author mentioned that: “The

rocesses in this book aren’t pie-in-the-sky theory, but rather grew

ut of my experiences on the ground as a practicing tester, test lead,

nd test manager. Your experiences and your challenges will differ

rom mine, so be sure to adapt my processes—or completely reinvent

our own—rather than trying to put a saddle on a cow. How do we

ecognize good processes? We can look for test team behaviors and

chievements that indicate the degree of success of the process”. 

[Source 49] explained how to achieve the CMM levels for QA

rocesses, explained with best examples. [Source 69] suggested

hat the effectiveness of the use and management of the organiza-

ional test specification should be considered and any feedback and

hanges to improve its effectiveness should be determined and ap-

roved. [Source 94] provided reflections on TPI and careers of test

anagers. [Source 95] provided informal recommendations for ap-

lication of TMMi as follows: “We have also found that although the

odel is quite easy to understand, implementing it in an organization

nd thereby improving the test process is not always a straightfor-

ard task. On averages it take approximately two years to achieve

MMi level 2 ′′ . 
[Source 109] was a case study of TMM at Marks & Spencer Corp.

n the UK. The authors suggested that conducting TMM assessment

s “time consuming, but comprehensive ”. They suggested that: “En-

ure that you have buy-in from everyone ” and highlighted the im-

ortance of “Communication, communication, communication ”. 

.1.1.8. Other. 20 sources contributed ’Other’ types of contribu-

ions. For example, [Source 14] contributed an ontology for a TMA

odel called MND-TMM (Test maturity model for the Korean min-

stry of Defense). [Source 39] discussed the need for development

f TMM and correlation between CMM and TMM. [Source 60] ex-

lored the applicability of various models. [Source 61] presented a

ause-effect graph of TPI factors. [Source 64] analyzed the mapping

 correlation between TMMi and TPI-Next. [Source 75] proposed

 “recommendation system” for TPI. The recommendation system

uitably recommends enhancements according to the classification

f the tests. The tests may be modified accordingly. 

[Source 76] contributed an assessment guideline, organized into

our phases: (1) hire assessor, (2) prepare assessment, (3) con-

uct assessment, and (4) document assessment. [Source 78] a con-

ributed checklist for testing open-source software (OSS) systems.

Source 89] discussed impediments (challenges) for TPI and pro-

osed/applied solutions. [Source 90] contributed an improvement

transformation) TPI roadmap for a specific industrial client in the

rea of financial services. 

.1.2. Mapping of sources by research facet (RQ 1.2) 

Fig. 10 shows the mapping of sources by research facet. Note

hat this classification was done similar to our past experience in

arlier SM and SLR studies, e.g., [45–49] . Categories 1, 2 and 3 cor-

espond to solution proposal (simple examples only), weak empiri-

al study (validation research), and strong empirical study (evalua-

ion research), i.e., in increasing levels of research approach matu-

ity. Solution proposal sources only provide simple examples while

eak empirical studies are shallower in comparison to #3 with no

ypothesis testing and no discussions of threats to validity. How-

ver, strong empirical studies include RQs and hypothesis testing

nd also discussions of threats to validity. 

As we can see in Fig. 10 , a large number of the studies (63 of

hem) were classified as weak empirical studies which is a quite

ood indication of research rigor in this area of software testing,

ven given the fact that 51 sources in our pool (29%) were form the

rey literature, and which generally do not use rigorous research

pproaches. 
Please cite this article as: V. Garousi et al., Software test maturity as
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Experience studies were those who had explicitly used the

hrase “experience” in their title or in discussions frequently with-

ut conducting an empirical study. There were 30 such sources. For

xample, [Source 89] proposed ten factors that impede improve-

ent of verification and validation processes in software organiza-

ions. The paper said that: “These factors are obtained from the au-

hors’ experience in several software process improvement initiatives

n software verification and validation processes ” . 

We classified 4 and 14 sources, respectively, under philosophical

nd opinion studies. For example, [Source 94] was a reflection on

PI and career of test managers and we considered it philosophical.

Source 93] was titled ‘ Test process Improvement and Agile Friends

r foes? ’ and we considered it an opinion since it had the follow-

ng statement inside: “Coming more from a practical background and

pproaching this with an open mind, I strongly beg to differ. Many or-

anizations struggle when they are in transition from a sequential life

ycle to an Agile iterative life cycle ”. 

To put the research facet breakdown of this area in context,

e compare the ratios with research facet classifications reported

or four other SE areas as reported in four previous SM studies:

oftware Test-Code Engineering (STCE) [46] , web application test-

ng [61] , Graphical User Interface (GUI) testing [62] , and Dynamic

oftware Product Lines (DSPL) [63] . Fig. 11 shows the comparisons.

n terms of research rigor (solution proposal, weak and strong em-

irical research), the STCE field seems to be first rank. Then, the

ther areas position quite similarly. The current area (TMA/TPI) has

 high ratio of ‘experience’ -based sources mainly due to including

he grey literature. 

.2. Group 2- RQs specific to the domain (TMA/TPI) 

.2.1. Proposed test maturity models (RQ 2.1) 

Our first question was to get an idea about the types and char-

cteristics of the existing test maturity models. We differentiated

hen a given source proposed a model for the first time and when

t used an existing model. 58 of the 181 sources presented new

MA/TPI models. Being able to see 58 test maturity models out

here was quite surprising to us. We are not able to list all of the

odels in this article, but only present a few examples in Table 3 ,

hile the full list can be found in the online spreadsheet [53] . We

lso mention the levels of the ‘staged’ TMA/TPI models in Table 3 . 

In terms of popularity, TMMi (and its earlier version TMM)

Source 91] and TPI (and its successor TPI-Next) [Source 58] are

he most popular models. TMMi and TMM have been used for as-

essments or as base models in 58 sources while TPI and TPI-Next

ave been used for those purposes in 18 sources. 28 sources used

ther models for TMA/TPI, e.g., TestSPICE [Sources 71, 88, 99, 101] ,

Map [Source 108] . 

We are observing the development of models such as TPI-EI

Source 20] which is the adoption of the TPI model in the embed-

ed software domain, the Unit Test Maturity Model [Source 107] ,

r the Personal Test Maturity Matrix [Source 104] which is used to

auge test engineers’ maturity and capability development. After

eviewing the technical details of several models, authors observed

hat clearly many aspects in various models overlap. 

Similar to the two types of CMMI representations (‘staged’ vs.

continuous’) [64] , the testing maturity models are also, broadly

peaking, fall under either of these two types. For example, TMMi,

QAM and ASTMM are staged-based models, in which the ranking

f levels of conducted on a large set of specific goals and specific

ractices and a single level is the result of the assessment. On the

ther hand, TPI, TestSPICE and Personal Test Maturity Matrix are

ontinuous maturity models in which a set of individual key pro-

ess areas (KPAs) are assessed w.r.t. a set of defined criteria and

re given the corresponding levels individually. 
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Fig. 10. Mapping of sources by research facet.

Fig. 11. Comparisons of the composition of research facets in the TMA/TPI field versus four other SE areas.

Table 3

Examples of the test maturity models proposed in the community along with their maturity levels.

Test Maturity Model integration (TMMi) [Source

91]

TPI (Test process improvement) [Source 58] : a

‘continuous’ model, i.e., not ‘staged’ (based on

maturity levels), but including 20 Key

Performance Areas (KPAs). Each KPA has four

levels: A…D

Unit Test Maturity Model [Source 107]

• Level 1: Initial

• Level 2: Definition

• Level 3: Integration

• Level 4: Management and measurement

• Level 5: Optimization

1. Test strategy

2. Life-cycle model

3. Moment of involvement

….

18. Test process management

19.Evaluation

20. Low-level testing

• Level 0: Ignorance

• Level 1: Few simple tests

• Level 2: Mocks and stubs

• Level 3: Design for testability

• Level 4: Test driven development

• Level 5: Code coverage

• Level 6: Unit tests in the Build

• Level 7: Code coverage feedback Loop

• Level 8: Automated builds and tasks

Agile Quality Assurance Model (AQAM) [Source 3] Automated Software Testing Maturity Model

(ASTMM) [Source 5]

TPI-EI [Source 20]

• Level 1: Initial

• Level 2: Performed

• Level 3: Managed

• Level 4: Optimized

• Level 1: Accidental automation

• Level 2: Beginning automation

• Level 3: Intentional automation

• Level 4: Advanced automation

Adaptation of TPI for embedded software

Agile Testing Maturity Model (ATMM) [Source 29] TestSPICE [Source 71] The Personal Test Maturity Matrix [Source 104]

• Level 0: Waterfall

• Level 1: Forming

• Level 2: Agile bonding

• Level 3: Performing

• Level 4: Scaling

A set of KPAs. Based on ISO/IEC 15504, Software

Process Improvement and Capability

dEtermination (SPICE) standard

A set of KPAs such as: test execution, automated

test support and reviewing
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Fig. 12. Growth trend of the newly proposed TMA/TPI models in the sources over the years. 

Fig. 13. Breakdown of the frequency of the source maturity model used in the sources. 
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1 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Unified _ Modeling _ Language#/media/File: 

OO _ Modeling _ languages _ history.jpg . 
What is evident from the large set of 58 test maturity mod-

ls available in the community is that there is no one-size-fits-

ll model that would fit to all the test improvement needs in the

ndustry. Another possible reason for the creation of a subset of

he models originating from the academia seems to be that they

ave not been based on real industrial need, but rather on hypo-

hetically argued motivations and also often by not fully reviewing

hat is already out there to ensure minimizing the overlap. 

With such a large collection of models and the overlap among

hem, when a test team or a manager decides to conduct TMA/TPI

ctivities, it would not be easy to choose the most suitable

odel(s) to apply, a challenge reported in the previous work

43] and also experienced by the authors in their ongoing indus-

rial projects, e.g., [65] or [66] . To further add to the complexity of

onducting TMA/TPI using these models, many have reported chal-

enges when using even established models such as the TMMi [43] ,

.g., not being able to objectively assess each maturity area/item

sing the existing model guidelines. What we as a community

eed in this regard are more practical guidelines on how to choose

he most suitable models as well as guidelines on how to effec-

ively and efficiently apply them in practice. 

Fig. 12 depicts, as a cumulative chart, the growth trend of the

roposed test maturity models in the sources over the years. As

e can see, the trend shows that new models have been added

hroughout the years quite constantly. 

.2.2. Based maturity models used for developing new models (RQ 

.2) 

117 sources used the existing models for TMA/TPI purposes to

uild newer (better or more specific) models. Fig. 13 shows the

reakdown of the frequency of the source maturity model used

n the sources. TMMi and its earlier version TMM were used the

ighest, in 34 and 23 sources, respectively. TPI was the 3rd in the

ank. 
Please cite this article as: V. Garousi et al., Software test maturity as
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For example, [Source 52] reported a survey to identify the

ey practices to support the definition of a generic streamlined

oftware testing process, based on the practices described in the

MMi. [Source 67] used TMMi as follows. It argued that if an orga-

ization intends to evaluate and improve its test process based on

MMi, then identifying and controlling product risks—which can

e ensured by integrating risk-based testing into the test process—

re necessary to reach TMMi level 2 (“Managed” ). 

Examples of the ‘other’ models used were the followings:

SO/IEC 15,504 Information technology – Process assessment, also

ermed Software Process Improvement and Capability dEtermina-

ion (SPICE) in [Source 8] , ISO/IEC 29,119 in [Sources 11, 38] , a

ustom-made model named Levels of Information Systems Inter-

perability (LISI) in [Source 16] , safety lifecycle aspects from IEC

1,508 in [Source 28] , and Software Capability Maturity Model

SWCMM) in [Source 68] . 

Fig. 14 shows the evolution of TMA/TPI models and their rela-

ionships. The idea for this figure has been inspired by a similar

volution model prepared for the UML. 1 The data for this visual-

zation come form results of RQ 2.1 and 2.2 (older models used as

ases for developing new models). As we can see, new TMA/TPI

odels have been proposed since 1985 in a regular pace. Many of

he new models are based on older models, e.g., MB-TMMi [Source

6] , proposed in 2001, is based on TMM [Source 33] . 

.2.3. Drivers (RQ 2.3) 

All the above RQs were conducted with a SM (mapping) ap-

roach. To extract and synthesize TMA/TPI ‘drivers’ from sources,

s discussed in Section 5.2 , we conducted qualitative coding and

esults are presented next. 
sessment and test process improvement: A multivocal literature 
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Fig. 14. Graph showing the evolution of TMA/TPI models and their relationships. 
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Similar to other types of assessment or improvement activities,

to start TMA/TPI activities in a team, unit or organization, there

should be enough drivers (needs) to justify the energy/time and

money to be spent on TMA/TPI activities. After qualitative coding

of the drivers as reported in the sources, we synthesized and clas-

sified drivers (needs) for TMA/TPI into five categories: 

1. Process and operational needs (mentioned in 48 sources) 

2. Needs related to software quality (25 sources) 

3. Cost-related needs (23 sources) 

4. Time and schedule-related needs (12 sources) 

5. “Other” needs (18 sources) 

We discuss examples from each category next. 

6.2.3.1. Process and operational needs. Concrete examples of the

process and operational needs, as mentioned in the sources, are as

follows: lack of focus in test activities and people-dependent per-

formance [Source 19] , better test efficiency [Source 42] , not meet-

ing expectations or commitments [Source 44] , internal stakeholder

dissatisfaction [Source 44] , missing exit criteria for testing [Source
Please cite this article as: V. Garousi et al., Software test maturity as

review, Information and Software Technology (2017), http://dx.doi.org/1
4] , lower risks, improve the productivity [Source 57] , raise profile

f testing, baseline test capabilities, and develop credible testing

oadmap [Source 109] . 

For example, [Source 19] discussed the lack of a process im-

rovement infrastructure at the Union Switch and Signal (US&S)

nd used that as a motivation to conduct TMA/TPI in that orga-

ization. As a paper entitled ‘ Experiences from informal test process

ssessments in Ireland: top 10 findings ’, [Source 44] mentioned the

ollowing specific process and operational needs: not meeting ex-

ectations or commitments, the need to scale up operations and

rovide more structure, internal stakeholder dissatisfaction, poor

anagement or operations visibility on project progress, and in-

onsistency across projects. 

A paper entitled ‘ Identification of test process improvements by

ombining fault trigger classification and faults-slip-through measure-

ent ’ [Source 53] quote from a test manager at Ericsson: “I would

ot only like to know which phases that need improvements; I also

ant to know which activities in each phase that should be im-

roved ”. In ‘ Improvement Areas for Agile Test Processes ’ [Source 57] ,

he drivers were identified as: making testing more efficient, low-
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ring the risks, and improving the productivity. [Source 74] stated:

there has always been a need to increase the efficiency of testing

hile, in parallel, making it more effective in terms of finding & re-

oving defects ”. 

[Source 79] stated that: “Processes and work agreements to be

p-dated. Gaps in communication to be identified. Enhancement ini-

iatives to be prioritized. The level of unit testing varies significantly.

ll repercussions of code changes are not known. No exit criteria de-

ned for testing. Lack of proper test case specification. Test automation

s not integrated with manual test process. Documentation processes

re vague ”. [Source 97] stated that: “The primary driver for the test

uning was to identify the problems occurring in the field and direct

he test effort appropriately ”. 

.2.3.2. Needs related to software quality. Examples of needs related

o software quality, as mentioned in the sources, are as follows:

umber of faults due to low testing quality [Source 4] , direct rela-

ionship between the quality of the test process to the final quality

f the developed product [Source 23] , and lack of planning and re-

ources for testing impacting software quality [Source 31] . 

.2.3.3. Needs related to cost. Examples of cost-related needs are

s follows: the argument that most current testing processes are

ften technique-centered, rather than organized to maximize busi-

ess value [Source 62] , testing costs being too high [Source 113] ,

nd low cost effectiveness of testing [Source 115] . 

Many sources reported that one of the main steps in starting

and the success of) TMA/TPI activities are to get (and keep) stake-

olders’ commitment. To establish commitment, an important ac-

ivity is cost-benefit analysis (both quantitative and qualitative) for

hese activities. Costs in this context relate to challenges and ef-

orts to be spent on the activities and benefits relate to drivers and

eeds. Only if the expected benefits outweigh the costs, TMA/TPI

ctivities will get the green light to start. 

As a paper entitled ‘ Experiences from informal test process assess-

ents in Ireland: top 10 findings ’, [Source 44] mentioned the follow-

ng cost-related needs: high priority business/department drivers

uch as cost reduction and productivity increases. 

[Source 59] noted that “Commercial experience is often that 80%

f the business value is covered by 20% of the tests or defects, and

hat prioritizing by value produces significant payoffs ” . 

[Source 61] mentioned that “The costs of testing of a soft-

are project or product are considerable and therefore it is im-

ortant to identify process improvement propositions for testing ” .

lso, many believe that most current testing processes are often

echnique-centered, rather than organized to maximize business

alue [Source 62] . 

.2.3.4. Needs related to time pressure and project schedule. Exam-

les of schedule-related needs are as follows: delay in production

ue to ineffective testing [Source 4] , accelerating time-to-market

y effective testing [Source 21] , and test team spending a lot of

ime on manual testing [Source 22] . In a presentation entitled ‘ Keep

alm and Use TMMi ’ [Source 70] , TMA/TPI is mentioned to enable

ccelerated time to market. 

.2.3.5. Other needs. 18 sources mentioned ‘other’ needs for

MA/TPI. [Source 17] argued that the adoption of automated test-

ase generation techniques in industry has met with some diffi-

ulty due in part to the difficulty of creating and maintaining the

est models. Arising from this need, [Source 17] proposed a test

rocess improvement model specific for automated test generation.

[Source 18] argued that a test evaluation model needs to con-

ider embedded software characteristics and test activities in order

o meet industry requirements. Arising from this need, a test pro-

ess improvement model for embedded software development was

roposed. 
Please cite this article as: V. Garousi et al., Software test maturity as
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[Source 26] pointed out the lack of suitable controls of test pa-

ameters as the driver. It was argued that, without managed con-

gurations and proper controls on setup parameters, all testing ac-

ivities are futile and may lead to an endless loop of test and re-

est, there is a failure to directly tie the testing strategy to the or-

anizational business needs, goals and initiatives. 

Based on the need that scripted testing and exploratory test-

ng both have weaknesses, [Source 110] proposed a hybrid testing

rocess unifying exploratory testing and scripted testing. 

.2.4. Challenges (RQ 2.4) 

Any improvement activity will come with its own challenges

impediments). After qualitative coding of the challenges (imped-

ments) as reported in the sources, we classified them into eight

ategories: 

1. Lack of (required) resources (mentioned in 18 sources)

2. Lack of competencies (8 sources)

3. Resistance to change (12 sources)

4. Improving feels like “an additional effort” (8 sources)

5. No clear benefits seen (4 sources)

6. Unclear scope and focus (7 sources)

7. Lack of ownership and commitment for the improvement (6

sources)

8. “Other” challenges (26 sources)

In the following, we discuss examples from each category.

.2.4.1. Lack of resources. Many publications point out the lack of

ime or budget resources in general. Some sources point out more

pecific types of lack of resources: lack of a process improvement

nfrastructure [Source 19] , or lack of resources especially in small

nd medium-sized enterprises [Source 89] . 

[Source 19] discussed the lack of a process improvement infras-

ructure at the Union Switch and Signal (US&S), a supplier of rail-

ay signaling equipment in the US, as a major barrier for TPI in

hat company. 

[Source 89] , which was a paper titled " Ten factors that im-

ede improvement of verification and validation processes in soft-

are intensive organizations ", lack of available human and eco-

omic resources was considered an important challenge for small

nd medium organizations. 

.2.4.2. Lack of competencies. In terms of lack of competencies,

Source 32] points out that “The staff usually has problems develop-

ng testing activities because they do not have the appropriate compe-

ences to carry out these activities effectively ” . Furthermore, [Source

2] recommended that testers should be trained to conduct TPI

nd improve their skills in detecting failures and writing tests. 

.2.4.3. Resistance to change. Reasons for resistance to change are

or instance as follows: personal factors [Source 68] , organizational

actors [Source 26] as well as cultural factors [Sources 45, 106] . 

With regard to personal factors, [Source 68] focused on per-

onal psychology of testers and report that, by minimizing the fear

actor of applying TPI, they put testers through fewer emotional

wings in the course of TPI. 

With regard to organizational factors, [Source 26] notes that “In

ome groups there is a general perception that the ‘CMMI stuff’ is re-

lly more for the product development groups and will not provide a

irect benefit to the ATE developers ”. 

With regard to cultural factors, [Source 45] states that “culture

as a large role, where e.g. Swedish developers need to be convinced

n a more personal level than more eastern cultures ”, and [Source

06] recommended that TPA assessment effort s should be tailored

o meet the cultural norms of the organization or there will be

esistance. 
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6.2.4.4. Improving feels like an “additional effort”. The subjective

impression of improvement as an “additional effort” is for instance

pointed out in [Source 40] noting that " Many software developers

and testers have never received training in effective software testing

practices and believe that test planning is largely a waste of time ".

Furthermore, as a result of an empirical study, [Source 89] reported

that the activities dedicated to diagnosing the current practice, in

relation to the verification and validation process improvement ac-

tivities, are often considered a waste of time and money and are

felt like “an additional effort”. 

6.2.4.5. No clear benefits seen. Reported by a team of Brazilian

practitioners and researchers, [Source 76] reported that small com-

panies that take too long to implement TPI models may abort this

undertaking. This may be because the models did not by then

show benefits or because the company is not ready for the matu-

rity improvement. As another example, [Source 89] reported that

it is often very difficult to estimate the expected return on in-

vestment (ROI) of TPI activities. Moreover, such estimations usually

have a low degree of reliability. 

6.2.4.6. Unclear scope and focus. In terms of unclear scope and fo-

cus, [Source 47] mentioned that a major challenge is to priori-

tize the areas to know where to focus the improvement activities.

Without such a decision support, it is common that improvements

are not implemented because organizations find them difficult to

prioritize. Furthermore, [Source 48] points out that “test teams have

unclear goals ”. 

6.2.4.7. Lack of ownership and commitment for the improvement.

[Source 51] explicitly points out the lack of ownership and com-

mitment. Furthermore, [Source 37] highlights the importance the

importance of “educating” managers such that “managers support

and understand the value of the metrics ”. 

6.2.4.8. Other challenges. 26 sources mentioned ‘other’ challenges

for TMA/TPI. [Source 25] points out the lack of data by report-

ing that “Detailed requirements and testing processes were not de-

scribed in our R&D organization ” as well as a lack of standardiza-

tion in terms of testing and requirements definition by reporting

that “R&D projects applied requirements and testing practices in dif-

ferent ways, i.e. , no systematic and common practices were in use ”.

Furthermore, [Source 83] mentions knowledge transfer as a chal-

lenge. 

[Source 35] points out the difficulty to select and adopt a spe-

cific model by reporting that “After considering to improve its test-

ing process, an organization faces the challenge of choosing a particu-

lar improvement model which is compatible with its goals, needs, and

other constraint ” . 

[Source 77] points out the problem of many items to improve,

i.e., “When many actions are suggested, applying all of these actions

to the organizations reduces the effectiveness of process improvement

activities, and it may lead to failure of these activities ” . Therefore a

model has to be light as stated in [Source 76] . 

6.2.5. Benefits (RQ 2.5) 

The successful implementation of TMA/TPI heavily depends on

expected or actual benefits for a team, unit or organization. After

qualitative coding of the benefits as reported in the sources, we

classified them into three categories: 

1. Business (economic) benefits (mentioned in 27 sources)

2. Operational benefits (48 sources)

3. Technical benefits (37 sources)

In the following, we discuss examples from each category.
Please cite this article as: V. Garousi et al., Software test maturity as
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.2.5.1. Business (economic) benefits. Examples for business (eco-

omic) benefits of TMA/TPI are increased profit [Source 62] , in-

reased customer satisfaction [Source 62] , positive return on in-

estment [Sources 41, 70] , reduced cost of test tasks [Source 50] ,

eduction of defect costs [Sources 81, 85] , better internal and ex-

ernal reputation [Source 100] , increased business opportunities

Source 100] , as well as reducing support cost [Source 114] . 

To show increased profit and customer satisfactions of test pro-

ess improvement, [Source 62] provides a benefits chain for value-

ased testing process implementation. 

With regard to a positive return on investment, [Source

0] points out a pay-off within 12 months. [Source 50] points out

 reduced cost of test tasks by reporting that “Based on some stud-

es it has been concluded that the organizations at level 1 may spend

10 0 0 for any particular task then for the same task organization at

evel 5 needs to spend $10 ′′ . 
With regard to reduction of defect costs, [Source 85] points out

 reduction of defect resolution cost by 63%. [Source 100] points

ut better internal and external reputation as well as increased

usiness opportunities based on the application of TMMi. Finally,

Source 114] points out reduced support cost by 21%. 

.2.5.2. Operational benefits. Examples for operational benefits of

MA/TPI are shorter development time [Source 87] , lower devel-

pment cost [Source 87] , better planning of testing costs [Source

5] , alignment of internal testing processes with external value

bjectives [Source 62] , better adherence to release dates [Source

3] , reduced failure administration [Source 45] , minimized test cy-

le time [Source 73] , more effective and better risk identification

nd management [Source 100] , adequate trainings for test person-

el [Source 32] , as well as process control based on metrics [Source

12] resulting in more accurate estimations and predictions [Source

0] .

[Source 87] highlights shorter development time and lower de-

elopment cost based on optimized and quantitatively managed

oftware testing process (OptimalSQM). 

[Source 55] points out better planning of testing costs as impact

f the organizational model on testing, [Source 62] mentions align-

ent of internal testing processes with external value objectives as

enefit of improving software testing process feature prioritization,

nd [Source 63] better adherence to release dates when improving

oftware testing via the Orthogonal Defect Classification (ODC). 

[Source 45] mentions reduced failure administration with Soft-

are Quality Rank (SQR), [Source 73] points out minimized test

ycle time as a possible benefit of TMA/TPI and [Source 100] high-

ights more effective and better risk identification and manage-

ent with TPI. 

[Source 32] mentions adequate trainings for test personnel

s benefit of a competence model for testing teams, [Source

12] mentions process control based on metrics as a benefit in a

rans-Ireland software process improvement network, and [Source

0] highlights more accurate estimations and predictions when

tating that “We can conclude that the improved state model of the

TP accounting for learning presents a major increase in the accuracy

f the predictions ” . 

.2.5.3. Technical benefits. Examples for technical benefits of

MA/TPI are a reduced number of field defects resulting in a more

table product and better software quality in general [Source 63] ,

eduction of high severity defects [Source 114] , increased traceabil-

ty to support release decisions [Source 67] , improved test automa-

ion [Source 84] , as well as improved test design by adoption of

ew techniques [Source 92] . 

[Source 63] points out better software quality in general which

esults in a more stable product and a reduced number of field
sessment and test process improvement: A multivocal literature 
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Fig. 15. Number of cases and size of company/team studied in the sources.
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efects. [Source 114] refines this issue by pointing out the reduc-

ion of high severity defects in context of the model Software Test

nhancement Paradigm (STEP). [Source 67] highlights increased

raceability to support release decisions in context of risk-based

esting. [Source 84] and [Source 92] address benefits with regard

o specific test phases, i.e., test automation and test design, respec-

ively. 

.2.6. Methods for TPI (RQ 2.6) 

With regard to methods used for TPI, the sources were classi-

ed into five categories: 

1. Using a maturity or TPI model (mentioned in 93 sources)

2. Using metrics (29 sources)

3. Using control theory (4 sources)

4. Using simulation (4 sources)

5. “Other” techniques (30 sources)

In the following, we discuss the types of methods for TPI in

ore detail. 

.2.6.1. Maturity or TPI model. Overall 93 sources (almost 60% of

ll methods reported in the sources) use one or more of the re-

orted 58 TMA/TPI models (see Section 6.1 ) for test maturity as-

essment or test process improvement. Using maturity or TPI mod-

ls is therefore the most common method for TPI. For instance,

Source 56] reports on the usage of TMMi and [Source 90] on the

sage of TPI. 

.2.6.2. Metrics. Overall 29 sources use metrics (independently

f TMA/TPI models) as method for TPI. For instance, [Source

6] presents the test metrics model of Fabasoft which comprises

he metrics Test Cases Coverage (TCC), Number of Test Cases Failed

TCF) and Passed (TCP), Number Of Test Cases Clarified (CTC),

umber Of Test Cases Runs (TCR), Number Of Detected Defects

NDD), Defect Density (DD), Number of Implementation Requests

NIR), Number Of Implementation Orders (NIO), Rework Effort (RE),

s well as the Total Staff Level. 

.2.6.3. Control theory. Overall 4 sources apply control theory as

 method for TPI. Control theory is a branch of engineering and

athematics that deals with the behavior of dynamical systems

ith inputs, and how their behavior is modified by feedback.

or instance, [Source 2] states “A quantitative, adaptive process

ontrol technique is described using an industrially validated model

f the software system test phase (STP) as the concrete target to

e controlled. The technique combines the use of parameter cor-

ection and Model Predictive Control to overcome the problems in-

uced by modeling errors, parameter estimation errors, and limits on

he resources available for productivity improvement ”. Furthermore,

Source 13] proposes a software test process stochastic control

odel based on CMM characterization. 

.2.6.4. Simulation. Overall 4 sources perform test process simula-

ion as a method for TPI. Simulation is often performed to evalu-

te formalized TMA/TPI models. For instance, [Source 13] performs

imulation to indicate the applicability of the proposed stochastic

tate model. Furthermore, [Source 16] validates the model MND-

MM (Ministry of National Defense – Test Maturity Model) based

n Monte Carlo simulation. 

.2.6.5. Other methods. Finally, 30 sources mention other methods

or TPI. For instance, [Source 48] mentions concrete guidelines, i.e.,

Know Your Efficiency’, ‘Institute Risk-Based Testing’, ‘Tighten Up

our Test Set’, and ‘Introduce Lightweight Test Automation’. Fur-

hermore, [Source 62] uses value-based software engineering to

mprove software test processes. 
Please cite this article as: V. Garousi et al., Software test maturity as
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.2.7. Development process models (RQ 2.7) 

With regard to the applied development process model, the

ources were classified into two categories: (1) plan-driven (made

xplicit in 14 sources), and (2) agile (made explicit in 16 sources).

urthermore, in 47 sources, the development process was not

ade explicit. 

.2.7.1. Plan-driven. 14 sources explicitly follow a plan-driven de-

elopment process model, mainly based on the waterfall model.

or instance, [Source 65] states that “Software development follows

he ‘waterfall’ life-cycle model ”. Furthermore, [Source 81] states “We

onsider functional testing for a system test phase in a project with

aterfall development, experienced builders and a structured test ap-

roach driven by risk ”. But also the application of other plan-driven

evelopment process models like the German V-Model XT are re-

orted [Source 46] . 

.2.7.2. Agile. 16 sources explicitly follow an agile development

rocess model. For instance, TestSPICE is considered in the context

f agile development in two sources [Sources 102, 103] . [Source

3] reflects on test process improvement in the context of agile de-

elopment in general, and [Source 82] addresses the simultaneous

mprovement of quality and time-to-market in agile development. 

.2.8. Attributes of case-study companies / projects under study (RQ 

.8) 

Fig. 15 shows the number of cases and size of company/team

tudied in the sources. Overall 94 of the 181 sources (51.9%) re-

ort cases including companies / projects under study. 85 sources

eport at most 10 cases, 51 sources report exactly one case, and

2 sources report exactly three cases. Outliers with regard to the

umber of cases are [Source 98, Source 31] , and [Source 66] , which

resent results based on the investigation of 20, 39, and 45 cases,

espectively. In 15 sources the size of the involved company or

eam in terms of the number of employees is reported. This size

anges between 1 and 1200 employees. 

Similar to our previous SM/SLR studies, e.g., [45–49] , we also

lassified each source based on the type of its case-study/ projects

nder study, which could be either: (1) commercial or real ex-

mples (cases), and (2) hypothetical cases or simple (toy) exam-

les made in academic settings. Judging this classification was not

hallenging as we could quite easily decide the type by reviewing

he explanation of the case(s)/example(s) in each source. For ex-

mple, [Source 96] provided a hypothetical (real-looking) example

f a test suite for the insurance domain, and was classified un-

er the type #2 above. On the other hand, [Source 105] evaluated
sessment and test process improvement: A multivocal literature 
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Fig. 16. Cumulative growth of the TMA/TPI field in terms of number of sources and number of commercial/real cases studied over the years.

Fig. 17. Number of formal and grey literature sources per TMA/TPI model.
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generally do not use rigorous research approaches.
its proposed software test improvement model “in practice” in the

context of a mid-size Finnish company. 

Fig. 16 shows the cumulative number of sources based on types

of cases used in them over the years. We can see that, interest-

ingly, the number of sources using commercial or real examples

(cases) has grown faster than the number of sources using hypo-

thetical cases or simple (toy) examples. 

6.3. Group 3- RQs about trends and demographics 

6.3.1. Attention level in the formal and grey literature (RQ 3.1) 

TMA/TPI is a field of both scientific and practical interest. This

is the main reason why we performed a MLR which also in-

cludes grey literature mainly produced by practitioners. Fig. 17 ,

which shows the number of formal and grey literature sources per

TMA/TPI model, indicates that we would have missed information

from practice, if we were to exclude the grey literature sources.
Please cite this article as: V. Garousi et al., Software test maturity as
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s mentioned in Section 6.2.1 , overall 58 different TMA/TPI models

ere identified among the sources. From these sources, 14 were

rey literature reporting test maturity models such as TMap, Ag-

le TMM or Test Maturity Index which would have been lost in a

egular SLR (by not including the grey literature). Without grey lit-

rature, the usage of TMap and some other models would not have

een considered. 

Fig. 18 shows the attention of the TMA/TPI field over the years.

he first publication on TPA/TPI appeared in 1988 and was written

y practitioner’s which shows that TMA/TPI is a field of research

riven by practical needs. Over the years the number of publica-

ions on TMA/TPI increased but the ratio of academic, industrial

nd collaborative papers stayed relatively constant over the years.

MA/TPI is therefore a field which equally received attention form

ndustry and academia. 

. Discussion

.1. Summary of research findings and implications 

We summarize the research findings of each RQ and discuss the

mplications next. 

.1.1. Group 1-Common to all SM studies 

• RQ 1.1: Mapping of studies by contribution facet: We ob-

served that there was a fine mix of contribution types in

different sources. 58 sources contributed TMA/TPI models. 38

sources contributed methods, methodologies, techniques, or

approaches. 6 sources contributed tool support. 13 and 18

sources contributed metrics and processes, respectively. 44 con-

tributed empirical results mainly. 28 and 20 contributed infor-

mal heuristics / guidelines, and ’Other’ types of contributions,

respectively.

• RQ 1.2: Mapping of studies by research facet: A large number

of sources (63 of them, 34%) were classified as ‘weak’ empirical

studies which is a quite good indication of reasonable research

rigor in this area of software testing, even given the fact that 51

sources in our pool (29%) were form the grey literature, which
sessment and test process improvement: A multivocal literature 
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Fig. 18. Growth of the TMA/TPI field and affiliation types of the sources across different years.
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.1.2. Group 2-Specific to the domain (TMA/TPI) 

• RQ 2.1-Proposed test maturity models: 58 of the 181 sources

presented new TMA/TPI models. Being able to see 58 test matu-

rity models out there was quite surprising to us. After review-

ing the technical details of several models, authors observed

that clearly many aspects in various models overlap. What is

evident from the large set of 58 test maturity models available

in the community is that there is no one-size-fits-all model that

would fit to all the test improvement needs in the industry. An-

other possible reason for the creation of a subset of the models

originating from the academia seems to be that they have not

been based on real industrial need, but rather on hypothetically

argued motivations and also often by not fully reviewing what

is already out there to ensure minimizing the overlap.

• RQ 2.2- Source maturity model used: We observed that 117

sources used the existing models for TMA/TPI purposes to build

newer (better or more specific) models. TMMi and its earlier

version TMM were used the highest, in 34 and 23 sources, re-

spectively. After TMMi and TMM, TPI was the 3rd most used

model in the rank.

• RQ 2.3-Drivers: We observed that, similar to other types of as-

sessment or improvement activities, to start TMA/TPI activities

in a team, unit or organization, there should be enough drivers

(needs) to justify the energy/time and money to be spent on

TMA/TPI activities. After qualitative coding of the drivers as re-

ported in the sources, we synthesized and classified drivers

(needs) for TMA/TPI into five categories: Process and opera-

tional needs (mentioned in 48 sources), Needs related to soft-

ware quality (25 sources), Cost-related needs (23 sources), Time

and schedule-related needs (12 sources), “Other” needs (18

sources).

• RQ 2.4-Challenges: We observed that, as expected, any im-

provement activity comes with its own challenges (imped-

iments). After qualitative coding of the challenges (impedi-

ments) as reported in the sources, we classified them into eight

categories: (1) Lack of (required) resources (mentioned in 18

sources), (2) Lack of competencies (8 sources), (3) Resistance

to change (12 sources), (4) Improving feels like “an additional

effort” (8 sources), (5) No clear benefits seen (4 sources), (6)

Unclear scope and focus (7 sources), (7) Lack of ownership and

commitment for the improvement (6 sources), and (8) “Other”

challenges (26 sources). Only if and when a given team can

overcome the challenges, the TMA/TPI activities will be con-

ducted with high quality and will yield benefits.

• RQ 2.5-Benefits: The successful implementation of TMA/TPI

heavily depends on expected or actual benefits for a team, unit

v  
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or organization. After qualitative coding of the benefits as re-

ported in the sources, we classified them into three categories:

Business (economic) benefits (mentioned in 27 sources), Opera-

tional benefits (48 sources), and Technical benefits (37 sources).

• RQ 2.6-Methods for TPI: With regard to methods used for TPI,

the sources were classified into five categories: Using a matu-

rity or TPI model (mentioned in 93 sources), Using metrics (29

sources), Using control theory (4 sources), Using simulation (4

sources), and “Other” techniques (30 sources).

• RQ 2.7-Development process models: Sources were classi-

fied into two categories: (1) plan-driven (made explicit in 14

sources), and (2) agile (made explicit in 16 sources). Further-

more, in 47 sources, the development process was not made

explicit.

• RQ 2.8-Attributes of case-study companies / projects under

study: Overall 94 of the 181 sources (51.9%) report cases includ-

ing companies / projects under study. 85 sources report at most

10 cases, 51 sources report exactly one case, and 12 sources re-

port exactly three cases.

.1.3. Group 3-Trends and demographics 

• RQ 3.1-Attention level in the formal and grey literature:

TMA/TPI is a field of both scientific and practical interest. This

is the main reason why we performed a MLR which also in-

cludes grey literature mainly produced by practitioners. In the

finalized pool of 181 sources, 130 (71%) were formally pub-

lished sources (e.g., conference and journal papers) and 51

(29%) were sources in the grey literature (e.g., internet articles

and white papers).

.2. Comparing the findings of this review with the results of the 

arlier reviews 

Let us recall from Section 2.3 when we used Table 1 to show

 summary and classification on the existing review studies in the

rea of TMA/TPI and the relationships, novelty and advantages of

ur MLR compared to them. 

For the issue of comparing the findings of this review with the

esults of the earlier reviews, since the aspects covered in earlier

eviews were quite different than our RQs (see Table 1 ), we cannot

ompare much of the findings, except the coverage in the num-

er of the models reviewed in the studies. As we saw in Table 1 ,

he number of TMA/TPI models reviewed in this MLR (58 mod-

ls) has been more than all the previous studies (between 2 and

3 models). Furthermore, as also shown in Table 1 , this MLR re-

iewed, synthesized and offered other aspects of this large domain
sessment and test process improvement: A multivocal literature 
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that have not been reviewed by the earlier review studies, e.g.„

we systematically synthesized and presented the drivers (needs)

for TMA/TPI, challenges, benefits, and methods for TPI. 

Furthermore, as reported in a recent study [11] , when review

studies such as SLRs do not include the grey literature in their re-

view, they miss to review and collect important knowledge and

‘state of the practice’ in a given area. However, including grey lit-

erature in review studies can give substantial benefits in certain

areas of SE. Thus by including the grey literature in the area of

TMA/TPI, this MLR hopes to provide a more ‘complete’ picture of

both the ‘state of the art and practice’ (see the results for RQ 3.1

in Section 6.3 ). 

In summary, as discussed above, our MLR is in fact the most

comprehensive review study in this domain up to now. 

7.3. Potential threats to validity 

The main issues related to threats to validity of this SM review

are inaccuracy of data extraction, and incomplete set of studies

in our pool due to limitation of search terms, selection of aca-

demic search engines, and researcher bias with regards to exclu-

sion/inclusion criteria. In the this section, these threats are dis-

cussed in the context of the four types of threats to validity based

on a standard checklist for validity threats presented in [67] . 

7.3.1. Internal validity 

The systematic approach that has been utilized for article se-

lection is described in Section 4 . In order to make sure that

this review is repeatable, search engines, search terms and inclu-

sion/exclusion criteria are carefully defined and reported. Problem-

atic issues in selection process are limitation of search terms and

search engines, and bias in applying exclusion/inclusion criteria. 

Limitation of search terms and search engines can lead to in-

complete set of primary sources. Different terms have been used

by different authors to point to a similar concept. In order to miti-

gate risk of finding all relevant studies, formal searching using de-

fined keywords has been done followed by manual search in refer-

ences of initial pool and in web pages of active researchers in our

field of study. For controlling threats due to search engines, not

only we have included comprehensive academic databases such as

Google Scholar. Therefore, we believe that adequate and inclusive

basis has been collected for this study and if there is any missing

publication, the rate will be negligible. 

Applying inclusion/exclusion criteria can suffer from re-

searchers’ judgment and experience. Personal bias could be intro-

duced during this process. To minimize this type of bias, joint vot-

ing is applied in article selection and only articles with high score

are selected for this study. 

7.3.2. Construct validity 

Construct validities are concerned with issues that to what ex-

tent the object of study truly represents theory behind the study

[67] . Threats related to this type of validity in this study were suit-

ability of RQs and categorization scheme used for the data extrac-

tion. To limit construct threats in this study, GQM approach is used

to preserve the tractability between research goal and questions. 

7.3.3. Conclusion validity 

Conclusion validity of a SM study provided when correct con-

clusion reached through rigorous and repeatable treatment. In or-

der to ensure reliability of our treatments, an acceptable size of

primary sources is selected and terminology in defined schema re-

viewed by authors to avoid any ambiguity. All primary sources are

reviewed by at least two authors to mitigate bias in data extrac-

tion. Each disagreement between authors was resolved by consen-

sus among researchers. Following the systematic approach and de-

scribed procedure ensured replicability of this study and assured
Please cite this article as: V. Garousi et al., Software test maturity as
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hat results of similar study will not have major deviations from

ur classification decisions. 

.3.4. External validity 

External validity is concerned with to what extent the results of

ur multivocal literature review can be generalized. As described

n Section 4 , we included scientific and grey literature in the scope

f test maturity assessment or test process improvement with a

ound validation written in English. The issue lies in whether our

elected works can represent all types of literature in the area

f TMA/TPI. For this issue, we argue that relevant literature we

elected in our pool taking scientific and grey literature into ac-

ount contained sufficient information to represent the knowl-

dge reported by previous researchers or professionals. As it can

e seen from Section 6.3.1 , the collected primary studies contain

 significant proportion of academic, industrial and collaborative

ork which forms an adequate basis for concluding results useful

or academia and applicable in industry. Also, note that our find-

ngs in this study are mainly within the field of TMA/TPI. Beyond

his field, we had no intention to generalize our results. There-

ore, few problems with external validity are worthy of substantial

ttention. 

. Conclusions and future work

To identify the state-of-the-art and the –practice in this area

nd to find out what we know about TMA/TPI, we conducted and

resented in this article a ‘multivocal’ literature review (a system-

tic review from various sources) on both the scientific literature

nd also practitioners’ grey literature (e.g., blog posts and white

apers). By summarizing what we know about TMA/TPI, our re-

iew identified 58 different test maturity models and a large num-

er of sources with varying degrees of empirical evidence on this

opic. Our article aims to benefit the readers (both practitioners

nd researchers) in providing the most comprehensive survey of

he area, to this date, in assessing and improving the maturity of

est processes. 

We observed that 117 sources used the existing models for

MA/TPI purposes to build newer (better or more specific) mod-

ls. TMMi and its earlier version TMM were used the highest, in

4 and 23 sources, respectively. After TMMi and TMM, TPI was

he 3rd most used model in the rank. Similar to other types of as-

essment or improvement activities, to start TMA/TPI activities in a

eam, unit or organization, there should be enough drivers (needs)

o justify the energy/time and money to be spent on TMA/TPI ac-

ivities. 

We also observed that, as expected, any improvement activity

omes with its own challenges (impediments). By synthesizing the

hallenges reported in the sources, we classified them into eight

ategories: (1) lack of (required) resources, (2) lack of competen-

ies, (3) resistance to change, (4) improving feels like “an addi-

ional effort”, (5) no clear benefits seen, (6) unclear scope and fo-

us, (7) lack of ownership and commitment for the improvement,

nd (8) “other” challenges. Only if and when a given team can

vercome the challenges, the TMA/TPI activities will be conducted

ith high quality and will yield benefits. Last but not the least,

y synthesizing the benefits reported in the sources, we classified

hem into three categories: business (economic) benefits, opera-

ional benefits, and technical benefits. 

Our future work includes using the findings of this MLR in our

ndustry-academia collaborative projects and empirical evaluation

f models and techniques in the area of test maturity assessment

nd test process improvement as reported in this article. We also

ould like to explore and investigate the effectiveness of the pro-

osed TMA/TPI models and approaches in the empirical studies,
sessment and test process improvement: A multivocal literature 
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nd to assess the usefulness the proposed models based on the

eported case studies. 
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